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Inventing Accuracy
It is a curious situation that technologies we now take for
granted have, when first introduced, so often stoked public
controversy and concern for public welfare. At the root of this
tension is the perception that the benefits of new technologies
will accrue only to small sections of society, while the risks
will be more widely distributed. Drawing from nearly 600
years of technology history, Calestous Juma identifies the
tension between the need for innovation and the pressure to
maintain continuity, social order, and stability as one of
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today's biggest policy challenges. He reveals the extent to
which modern technological controversies grow out of distrust
in public and private institutions and shows how new
technologies emerge, take root, and create new institutional
ecologies that favor their establishment in the marketplace.
Innovation and Its Enemies calls upon public leaders to work
with scientists, engineers, and entrepreneurs to manage
technological change and expand public engagement on
scientific and technological matters.

Weaving the Web
The award-winning author of The Making of the Atomic Bomb
describes the lesser-known technological talents of actress
Hedy Lamarr and the collaborative work with avant-garde
composer George Antheil that eventually led to the
development of spread-spectrum radio, cell phones and GPS
systems. (This book was previously listed in Forecast.

The Gutenberg Galaxy
Can blockchain solve your biggest business problem? While
the world is transfixed by bitcoin mania, your competitors are
tuning out the noise and making strategic bets on blockchain.
Your rivals are effortlessly tracking every last link in their
supply chains. They're making bureaucratic paper trails
obsolete while keeping their customers' data safer and
discovering new ways to use this next foundational
technology to sustain their competitive advantage. What
should you be doing with blockchain now to ensure that your
business is poised for success? "Blockchain: The Insights
You Need from Harvard Business Review" brings you today's
most essential thinking on blockchain, explains how to get the
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right initiatives started at your company, and prepares you to
seize the opportunity of the coming blockchain wave.
Business is changing. Will you adapt or be left behind? Get
up to speed and deepen your understanding of the topics that
are shaping your company's future with the Insights You
Need from Harvard Business Review series. Featuring HBR's
smartest thinking on fast-moving issues--blockchain,
cybersecurity, AI, and more--each book provides the
foundational introduction and practical case studies your
organization needs to compete today and collects the best
research, interviews, and analysis to get it ready for
tomorrow. You can't afford to ignore how these issues will
transform the landscape of business and society. The
Insights You Need series will help you grasp these critical
ideas--and prepare you and your company for the future.

How People Learn
Find out where great ideas come from in this “delightful
account of how inventors do what they do” (Kirkus Reviews,
starred review). A father cleans up after his toddler and
imagines a cup that won’t spill. An engineer watches people
using walkie-talkies and has an idea. A doctor figures out how
to deliver patients to the operating room before they die. By
studying inventions like these—the sippy cup, the cell phone,
and an ingenious hospital bed —we can learn how people
imagine their way around “impossible” problems to discover
groundbreaking answers. Pagan Kennedy reports on how
these enduring methods can be adapted to the twenty-first
century, as millions of us deploy tools like crowdfunding, big
data, and 3-D printing to find hidden opportunities.
Inventology uses the stories of inventors and surprising
research to reveal the steps that produce innovation. Recent
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advances in technology and communication have placed us
at the cusp of a golden age; it’s now more possible than ever
before to transform ideas into actuality. Inventology is a mustread for designers, artists, makers—and anyone else who is
curious about creativity. By identifying the steps of the
invention process, Kennedy reveals the imaginative tools
required to solve our most challenging problems. “There’s
ample interest here even for readers who aren’t actively
inventing anything.” —The Boston Globe

Hedy's Folly
The challenges to humanity posed by the digital future, the
first detailed examination of the unprecedented form of power
called "surveillance capitalism," and the quest by powerful
corporations to predict and control our behavior. In this
masterwork of original thinking and research, Shoshana
Zuboff provides startling insights into the phenomenon that
she has named surveillance capitalism. The stakes could not
be higher: a global architecture of behavior modification
threatens human nature in the twenty-first century just as
industrial capitalism disfigured the natural world in the
twentieth. Zuboff vividly brings to life the consequences as
surveillance capitalism advances from Silicon Valley into
every economic sector. Vast wealth and power are
accumulated in ominous new "behavioral futures markets,"
where predictions about our behavior are bought and sold,
and the production of goods and services is subordinated to a
new "means of behavioral modification." The threat has
shifted from a totalitarian Big Brother state to a ubiquitous
digital architecture: a "Big Other" operating in the interests of
surveillance capital. Here is the crucible of an unprecedented
form of power marked by extreme concentrations of
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knowledge and free from democratic oversight. Zuboff's
comprehensive and moving analysis lays bare the threats to
twenty-first century society: a controlled "hive" of total
connection that seduces with promises of total certainty for
maximum profit--at the expense of democracy, freedom, and
our human future. With little resistance from law or society,
surveillance capitalism is on the verge of dominating the
social order and shaping the digital future--if we let it.

The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our
Brains
First released in the Spring of 1999, How People Learn has
been expanded to show how the theories and insights from
the original book can translate into actions and practice, now
making a real connection between classroom activities and
learning behavior. This edition includes far-reaching
suggestions for research that could increase the impact that
classroom teaching has on actual learning. Like the original
edition, this book offers exciting new research about the mind
and the brain that provides answers to a number of
compelling questions. When do infants begin to learn? How
do experts learn and how is this different from non-experts?
What can teachers and schools do-with curricula, classroom
settings, and teaching methods--to help children learn most
effectively? New evidence from many branches of science
has significantly added to our understanding of what it means
to know, from the neural processes that occur during learning
to the influence of culture on what people see and absorb.
How People Learn examines these findings and their
implications for what we teach, how we teach it, and how we
assess what our children learn. The book uses exemplary
teaching to illustrate how approaches based on what we now
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know result in in-depth learning. This new knowledge calls
into question concepts and practices firmly entrenched in our
current education system. Topics include: How learning
actually changes the physical structure of the brain. How
existing knowledge affects what people notice and how they
learn. What the thought processes of experts tell us about
how to teach. The amazing learning potential of infants. The
relationship of classroom learning and everyday settings of
community and workplace. Learning needs and opportunities
for teachers. A realistic look at the role of technology in
education.

Book Review Digest
Founded in 1958 in response to the launch of Sputnik,
DARPA has been responsible for countless inventions and
technologies that have evolved from the agency's missionforward-thinking solutions to the Pentagon's challenges.
Sharon Weinberger gives us a riveting account of DARPA's
successes and failures, useful innovations and wild-eyed
schemes- we see how the nuclear threat sparked investment
in computer networking, which led to the Internet, as well as
plans to power a missile-seeking particle beam by draining
the Great Lakeshow, in Vietnam, DARPA developed
technology for the world's first armed drones and was also
responsible for Agent Orange how DARPA's recent success
with self-driving cars is counterbalanced with its disappointing
contributions to the Afghanistan and Iraq wars. Weinberger
has spoken to dozens of former DARPA and Pentagon
officials--many of whom had never been interviewed before
about their work with the agency--and synthesized countless
documents obtained under the Freedom of Information Act.
The result is a riveting history of a meeting point of science,
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technology, and politics.

Edison
In the bestselling tradition of The Fred Factorand What the
CEO Wants You to Know, bestselling author and quality guru
Subir Chowdhury (The Power of Six Sigma), tackles a
question that has haunted him in his consulting work with
companies for years. Why is it that some companies improve
50x, while others improve only incrementally? The ideas and
training, after all, is the same. What is the difference? That is
the question he tackles in this compelling and empowering
new book. In The Difference, Subir Chowdhury looks at what
distinguishes a company that adopts his quality training
processes, and improves 5x, versus a company that adopts
the same training and consulting, but increases their profits
and quality 50x. The difference, he claims, is this short,
engaging, and insightful book, is the people in your
workplace, on your staff, in your executive offices. The best
processes and training programs in the world will not lead to
world-class operations, unless a company first looks to the
people who make up their workforce. Only by creating a
"caring mindset" -- a culture built upon straightforwardness,
honest and openness; a management structure that thinks
about the concerns of their people; a workplace that inspires
accountability and engagement; and managers and
employees who tackle the challenges they face with
perseverance and resolve, can companies flourish and excel.

Inventology
Cutting though the exaggerated and fanciful beliefs about the
new possibilities of `net life', Hine produces a distinctive
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understanding of the significance of the Internet and
addresses such questions as: what challenges do the new
technologies of communication pose for research methods?
Does the Internet force us to rethink traditional categories of
`culture' and `society'? In this compelling and thoughtful book,
Hine shows that the Internet is both a site for cultural
formations and a cultural artefact which is shaped by people's
understandings and expectations. The Internet requires a
new form of ethnography. The author considers the shape of
this new ethnography and guides readers through its
application in multiple settings.

Zero Trust Networks
A Mind at Play
A History of the Internet and the Digital Future tells the story
of the development of the Internet from the 1950s to the
present and examines how the balance of power has shifted
between the individual and the state in the areas of
censorship, copyright infringement, intellectual freedom, and
terrorism and warfare. Johnny Ryan explains how the Internet
has revolutionized political campaigns; how the development
of the World Wide Web enfranchised a new online population
of assertive, niche consumers; and how the dot-com bust
taught smarter firms to capitalize on the power of digital
artisans. From the government-controlled systems of the Cold
War to today’s move towards cloud computing, user-driven
content, and the new global commons, this book reveals the
trends that are shaping the businesses, politics, and media of
the digital future.
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The Age of Surveillance Capitalism
Mackenzie has achieved a masterful synthesis of engrossing
narrative, imaginative concepts, historical perspective, and
social concern.Thomas P. Hughes, Mellon Professor of the
History and Sociology of Science, The University of
Pennsylvania

Who Controls the Internet?
Winner of the Neumann Prize for the History of Mathematics
**Named a best book of the year by Bloomberg and Nature**
**'Best of 2017' by The Morning Sun** "We owe Claude
Shannon a lot, and Soni & Goodman’s book takes a big first
step in paying that debt." —San Francisco Review of Books
"Soni and Goodman are at their best when they invoke the
wonder an idea can instill. They summon the right level of
awe while stopping short of hyperbole." —Financial Times
"Jimmy Soni and Rob Goodman make a convincing case for
their subtitle while reminding us that Shannon never made
this claim himself." —The Wall Street Journal "Soni and
Goodman have done their researchA Mind at Play reveals the
remarkable human behind some of the most important
theoretical and practical contributions to the information age."
—Nature "A Mind at Play shows us that you don't need to be a
genius to learn from a genius. Claude Shannon's inventive,
vibrant life demonstrates how vital the act of play can be to
making the most of work." —Inc. “A charming account of one
of the twentieth century’s most distinguished
scientists…Readers will enjoy this portrait of a modern-day Da
Vinci.” —Fortune In their second collaboration, biographers
Jimmy Soni and Rob Goodman present the story of Claude
Shannon—one of the foremost intellects of the twentieth
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century and the architect of the Information Age, whose
insights stand behind every computer built, email sent, video
streamed, and webpage loaded. Claude Shannon was a
groundbreaking polymath, a brilliant tinkerer, and a digital
pioneer. He constructed the first wearable computer, outfoxed
Vegas casinos, and built juggling robots. He also wrote the
seminal text of the digital revolution, which has been called
“the Magna Carta of the Information Age.” In this elegantly
written, exhaustively researched biography, Soni and
Goodman reveal Claude Shannon’s full story for the first
time. With unique access to Shannon’s family and friends, A
Mind at Play brings this singular innovator and always playful
genius to life.

Technology and Culture
A new edition of the classic bestseller from the original
authors, with additional material specifically prepared for
Canadian readers by long-time This Morning CBC producer,
Ira Basen, and Jane Farrow, the author of Wanted Words. In
1977, a publishing sensation was born. The Book of Lists, the
first and best compendium of facts weirder than fiction, was
published. Filled with intriguing information and must-talkabout trivia it has spawned many imitators — but none as
addictive or successful. For nearly three decades since, the
editors have been researching curious facts, unusual
statistics and the incredible stories behind them. Now the
most entertaining and informative of these have been brought
together in a long-awaited, thoroughly up-to-date new edition
that is also the first Canadian edition. Ira Basen and Jane
Farrow have augmented the existing lists with fascinating
homegrown material, and compiled lists specifically of
relevance to Canadian readers. So if you’ve always wanted
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to find out how porcupines really mate, how comedy can kill
and — that most essential piece of knowledge — how long the
longest recorded nose was, this is the book for you. With
contributions from a variety of celebrities and experts
including Margaret Atwood, Mike Myers, Michael Ondaatje,
Dave Eggers, Phillip Pullman and Charlotte Gray, this
anthology has something for everyone — and more than you
ever suspected you wanted to know. A list of lists from The
Book of Lists: 10 Notable Film Scenes Left on the Cutting
Room Floor 10 Afflictions and Their Patron Saints 14 Nations
with More Sheep Than People 5 Trips to the Canadian
Wilderness That Ended in Disaster 10 Really Bad Canadian
Sports Teams 14 Last Words of Famous Canadians Kurt
Browning’s 9 Turning Points in Figure Skating History 7 Trial
Verdicts That Caused Riots 12 Museums of Limited Appeal
10 Unusual Canadian Place Names That Start with a “B” 7
Well-Known Sayings Attributed to the Wrong Person 10
Celebrated People Who Read Their Own Obituaries Sloan's
Jay Ferguson’s 10 Perfect Pop Songs 13 Possible Sites for
the Garden of Eden 9 Canadian Sports Stars Who Became
Politicians First Sexual Encounters of 13 Prominent
Canadians From the Paperback edition.

Ethernet
"Following his blockbuster biography of Steve Jobs, The
Innovators is Walter Isaacson's revealing story of the people
who created the computer and the Internet. It is destined to
be the standard history of the digital revolution and an
indispensable guide to how innovation really happens. What
were the talents that allowed certain inventors and
entrepreneurs to turn their visionary ideas into disruptive
realities? What led to their creative leaps? Why did some
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succeed and others fail? In his masterly saga, Isaacson
begins with Ada Lovelace, Lord Byron's daughter, who
pioneered computer programming in the 1840s. He explores
the fascinating personalities that cr eated our current digital
revolution, such as Vannevar Bush, Alan Turing, John von
Neumann, J.C.R. Licklider, Doug Engelbart, Robert Noyce,
Bill Gates, Steve Wozniak, Steve Jobs, Tim Berners-Lee, and
Larry Page. This is the story of how their minds worked and
what made them so inventive. It's also a narrative of how their
ability to collaborate and master the art of teamwork made
them even more creative. For an era that seeks to foster
innovation, creativity, and teamwork, The Innovators shows
how they happen"--

The Chinese Typewriter
New York Times bestseller • Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize
“This is a book to shake up the world.” —Ann Patchett
Nicholas Carr’s bestseller The Shallows has become a
foundational book in one of the most important debates of our
time: As we enjoy the internet’s bounties, are we sacrificing
our ability to read and think deeply? This 10th-anniversary
edition includes a new afterword that brings the story up to
date, with a deep examination of the cognitive and behavioral
effects of smartphones and social media.

New Directions in Copyright Law
Our Final Invention
The Gutenberg Galaxy catapulted Marshall McLuhan to fame
as a media theorist and, in time, a new media prognosticator.
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Fifty years after its initial publication, this landmark text is
more significant than ever before. Readers will be amazed by
McLuhan’s prescience, unmatched by anyone since,
predicting as he did the dramatic technological innovations
that have fundamentally changed how we communicate. The
Gutenberg Galaxy foresaw the networked, compressed
‘global village’ that would emerge in the late-twentieth and
twenty-first centuries — despite having been written when
black-and-white television was ubiquitous. This new edition of
The Gutenberg Galaxy celebrates both the centennial of
McLuhan’s birth and the fifty-year anniversary of the book’s
publication. A new interior design updates The Gutenberg
Galaxy for twenty-first-century readers, while honouring the
innovative, avant-garde spirit of the original. This edition also
includes new introductory essays that illuminate McLuhan’s
lasting effect on a variety of scholarly fields and popular
culture. A must-read for those who inhabit today’s global
village, The Gutenberg Galaxy is an indispensable road map
for our evolving communication landscape.

Public Library Catalog
This book comprehensively describes an end-to-end Internet
of Things (IoT) architecture that is comprised of devices,
network, compute, storage, platform, applications along with
management and security components. It is organized into
five main parts, comprising of a total of 11 chapters. Part I
presents a generic IoT reference model to establish a
common vocabulary for IoT solutions. This includes a detailed
description of the Internet protocol layers and the Things
(sensors and actuators) as well as the key business drivers to
realize the IoT vision. Part II focuses on the IoT requirements
that impact networking protocols and provides a layer-byPage 13/29
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layer walkthrough of the protocol stack with emphasis on
industry progress and key gaps. Part III introduces the
concept of Fog computing and describes the drivers for the
technology, its constituent elements, and how it relates and
differs from Cloud computing. Part IV discusses the IoT
services platform, the cornerstone of the solution followed by
the Security functions and requirements. Finally, Part V
provides a treatment of the topic of connected ecosystems in
IoT along with practical applications. It then surveys the latest
IoT standards and discusses the pivotal role of open source
in IoT. “Faculty will find well-crafted questions and answers at
the end of each chapter, suitable for review and in classroom
discussion topics. In addition, the material in the book can be
used by engineers and technical leaders looking to gain a
deep technical understanding of IoT, as well as by managers
and business leaders looking to gain a competitive edge and
understand innovation opportunities for the future.” Dr. Jim
Spohrer, IBM “This text provides a very compelling study of
the IoT space and achieves a very good balance between
engineering/technology focus and business context. As such,
it is highly-recommended for anyone interested in this rapidlyexpanding field and will have broad appeal to a wide crosssection of readers, i.e., including engineering professionals,
business analysts, university students, and professors.”
Professor Nasir Ghani, University of South Florida

The Book of Lists
A documentary filmmaker, bringing together Artificial
Intelligence experts from around the world, explores the
terrifying possibility of catastrophic outcomes once we share
the planet with intelligent machines who are smarter and
more powerful than we could ever have imagined. 25,000 first
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printing.

Internet of Things From Hype to Reality
Highlights achievements of Bell Labs as a leading innovator,
exploring the role of its highly educated employees in
developing new technologies while considering the qualities
of companies where innovation and development are most
successful.

How Music Got Free
The perimeter defenses guarding your network perhaps are
not as secure as you think. Hosts behind the firewall have no
defenses of their own, so when a host in the "trusted" zone is
breached, access to your data center is not far behind.
That’s an all-too-familiar scenario today. With this practical
book, you’ll learn the principles behind zero trust
architecture, along with details necessary to implement it. The
Zero Trust Model treats all hosts as if they’re internet-facing,
and considers the entire network to be compromised and
hostile. By taking this approach, you’ll focus on building
strong authentication, authorization, and encryption
throughout, while providing compartmentalized access and
better operational agility. Understand how perimeter-based
defenses have evolved to become the broken model we use
today Explore two case studies of zero trust in production
networks on the client side (Google) and on the server side
(PagerDuty) Get example configuration for open source tools
that you can use to build a zero trust network Learn how to
migrate from a perimeter-based network to a zero trust
network in production
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Always Day One
The past 50 years have witnessed a revolution in computing
and related communications technologies. The contributions
of industry and university researchers to this revolution are
manifest; less widely recognized is the major role the federal
government played in launching the computing revolution and
sustaining its momentum. Funding a Revolution examines the
history of computing since World War II to elucidate the
federal government's role in funding computing research,
supporting the education of computer scientists and
engineers, and equipping university research labs. It reviews
the economic rationale for government support of research,
characterizes federal support for computing research, and
summarizes key historical advances in which governmentsponsored research played an important role. Funding a
Revolution contains a series of case studies in relational
databases, the Internet, theoretical computer science,
artificial intelligence, and virtual reality that demonstrate the
complex interactions among government, universities, and
industry that have driven the field. It offers a series of lessons
that identify factors contributing to the success of the nation's
computing enterprise and the government's role within it.

Researching Internet Governance
Ethernet has been the core networking technology since the
early 1980s, and is used by every high-tech business. While
the basic protocols have changed little, new options such as
Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet have increased the
complexity of the topic. Ethernet: The Definitive Guide
provides everything you need to know to set up and manage
an Ethernet network. Ethernet: The Definitive Guide includes
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details about the IEEE 802.3 standard and its protocols, and
is separated into five parts: Introduction to Ethernet provides
a tour of basic Ethernet theory and operation, including a
description of Ethernet frames, operation of the Media Access
Control (MAC) protocol, full-duplex mode, and AutoNegotiation. Ethernet Media Systems is the heart of the book.
This section shows you how to build media-specific Ethernet
networks, from a basic 10BASE-T Ethernet offering 10 Mbps
over twisted-pair cables, to an advanced 1000BASE-X
Gigabit Ethernet system, providing up to 1 Gbps of data
transfer over fiber optic cables. Building Your Ethernet
System teaches you how to build twisted-pair and fiber optic
media segments, as well as how to expand the reach of your
local area network using repeaters and switching hubs.
Performance and Troubleshooting is divided into two
chapters. The first describes the performance of a given
Ethernet channel, as well as the performance of the entire
network system. The second chapter includes a tutorial on
troubleshooting techniques and describes the kinds of
problems; network administrators are likely to encounter. The
last part of the book, Appendixes, includes a complete
glossary of terms used throughout the book, a resource list,
descriptions of thick and thin coax-based Ethernet systems,
and a guide to AUI equipment installation and configuration.
Ethernet: The Definitive Guide is the one essential source of
information for network administrators who need to build and
manage scalable local area networks.

Funding a Revolution
Most people, upon first hearing about Bitcoin, don't really
understand it. Is it magical Internet money? Where does it
come from? Who controls it? Why is it important? For me,
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understanding all the things that come together to make
Bitcoin work - the physics, math, cryptography, game theory,
economics, and computer science - was a profound moment.
In this book, I share this knowledge with you in a very simple
and easy to understand way. With nothing but a high school
level math background, we will walk through inventing bitcoin,
step by step.

Inventing the Internet
Imagine, if you can, the world in the year 2100. In Physics of
the Future, Michio Kaku—the New York Times bestselling
author of Physics of the Impossible—gives us a stunning,
provocative, and exhilarating vision of the coming century
based on interviews with over three hundred of the world’s
top scientists who are already inventing the future in their
labs. The result is the most authoritative and scientifically
accurate description of the revolutionary developments taking
place in medicine, computers, artificial intelligence,
nanotechnology, energy production, and astronautics. In all
likelihood, by 2100 we will control computers via tiny brain
sensors and, like magicians, move objects around with the
power of our minds. Artificial intelligence will be dispersed
throughout the environment, and Internet-enabled contact
lenses will allow us to access the world's information base or
conjure up any image we desire in the blink of an eye.
Meanwhile, cars will drive themselves using GPS, and if roomtemperature superconductors are discovered, vehicles will
effortlessly fly on a cushion of air, coasting on powerful
magnetic fields and ushering in the age of magnetism. Using
molecular medicine, scientists will be able to grow almost
every organ of the body and cure genetic diseases. Millions
of tiny DNA sensors and nanoparticles patrolling our blood
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cells will silently scan our bodies for the first sign of illness,
while rapid advances in genetic research will enable us to
slow down or maybe even reverse the aging process,
allowing human life spans to increase dramatically. In space,
radically new ships—needle-sized vessels using laser
propulsion—could replace the expensive chemical rockets of
today and perhaps visit nearby stars. Advances in
nanotechnology may lead to the fabled space elevator, which
would propel humans hundreds of miles above the earth’s
atmosphere at the push of a button. But these astonishing
revelations are only the tip of the iceberg. Kaku also
discusses emotional robots, antimatter rockets, X-ray vision,
and the ability to create new life-forms, and he considers the
development of the world economy. He addresses the key
questions: Who are the winner and losers of the future? Who
will have jobs, and which nations will prosper? All the while,
Kaku illuminates the rigorous scientific principles, examining
the rate at which certain technologies are likely to mature,
how far they can advance, and what their ultimate limitations
and hazards are. Synthesizing a vast amount of information
to construct an exciting look at the years leading up to 2100,
Physics of the Future is a thrilling, wondrous ride through the
next 100 years of breathtaking scientific revolution.

The Imagineers of War
This extraordinary book explains the engine that has
catapulted the Internet from backwater to ubiquity—and
reveals that it is sputtering precisely because of its runaway
success. With the unwitting help of its users, the generative
Internet is on a path to a lockdown, ending its cycle of
innovation—and facilitating unsettling new kinds of control.
IPods, iPhones, Xboxes, and TiVos represent the first wave
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of Internet-centered products that can't be easily modified by
anyone except their vendors or selected partners. These
“tethered appliances” have already been used in remarkable
but little-known ways: car GPS systems have been
reconfigured at the demand of law enforcement to eavesdrop
on the occupants at all times, and digital video recorders
have been ordered to self-destruct thanks to a lawsuit against
the manufacturer thousands of miles away. New Web 2.0
platforms like Google mash-ups and Facebook are rightly
touted—but their applications can be similarly monitored and
eliminated from a central source. As tethered appliances and
applications eclipse the PC, the very nature of the Internet—its
“generativity,” or innovative character—is at risk. The
Internet's current trajectory is one of lost opportunity. Its
salvation, Zittrain argues, lies in the hands of its millions of
users. Drawing on generative technologies like Wikipedia that
have so far survived their own successes, this book shows
how to develop new technologies and social structures that
allow users to work creatively and collaboratively, participate
in solutions, and become true “netizens.”

Journal of Economic Literature
"Research concepts, methods, and frameworks for the study
of internet governance, by leading scholars from law,
computer science, communication, science and technology
studies, and political science"--

Inventing Bitcoin
This book explains why AI is unique, what legal and ethical
problems it could cause, and how we can address them. It
argues that AI is unlike any other previous technology, owing
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to its ability to take decisions independently and
unpredictably. This gives rise to three issues:
responsibility--who is liable if AI causes harm; rights--the
disputed moral and pragmatic grounds for granting AI legal
personality; and the ethics surrounding the decision-making
of AI. The book suggests that in order to address these
questions we need to develop new institutions and
regulations on a cross-industry and international level.
Incorporating clear explanations of complex topics, Robot
Rules will appeal to a multi-disciplinary audience, from those
with an interest in law, politics and philosophy, to computer
programming, engineering and neuroscience.

A History of the Internet and the Digital Future
An acclaimed tech reporter reveals the inner workings of
Amazon, Facebook, Google, Apple, and Microsoft, showing
how to compete with the tech titans using their own playbook.
At Amazon, "Day One" is code for inventing like a startup,
with little regard for legacy. Day Two is, in Jeff Bezos's own
words, "stasis, followed by irrelevance, followed by
excruciating, painful decline, followed by death." Most
companies today are set up for Day Two. They build
advantages and defend them fiercely, rather than invent the
future. But Amazon and fellow tech titans Facebook, Google,
and Microsoft are operating in Day One: they prioritize
reinvention over tradition and collaboration over ownership.
Through 130 interviews with insiders, from Mark Zuckerberg
to hourly workers, Always Day One reveals the tech giants'
blueprint for sustainable success in a business world where
no advantage is safe. Companies today can spin up new
products at record speed -- thanks to artificial intelligence and
cloud computing -- and those who stand still will be picked
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apart. The tech giants remain dominant because they've built
cultures that spark continual reinvention. It might sound
radical, but those who don't act like it's always day one do so
at their own peril. Kantrowitz uncovers the engine propelling
the tech giants' continued dominance at a stage when most
big companies begin to decline. And he shows the way
forward for everyone who wants to compete with--and
beat--the titans.

The Innovators
One of the Best Books of the Year The San Francisco
Chronicle * The Philadelphia Inquirer * Vox * The Globe and
Mail (Toronto) From Tim Wu, author of the award-winning
The Master Switch ( a New Yorker and Fortune Book of the
Year) and who coined the term "net neutrality"--a revelatory,
ambitious and urgent account of how the capture and re-sale
of human attention became the defining industry of our time.
Ours is often called an information economy, but at a moment
when access to information is virtually unlimited, our attention
has become the ultimate commodity. In nearly every moment
of our waking lives, we face a barrage of efforts to harvest our
attention. This condition is not simply the byproduct of recent
technological innovations but the result of more than a
century's growth and expansion in the industries that feed on
human attention. Wu's narrative begins in the nineteenth
century, when Benjamin Day discovered he could get rich
selling newspapers for a penny. Since then, every new
medium--from radio to television to Internet companies such
as Google and Facebook--has attained commercial viability
and immense riches by turning itself into an advertising
platform. Since the early days, the basic business model of
"attention merchants" has never changed: free diversion in
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exchange for a moment of your time, sold in turn to the
highest-bidding advertiser. Full of lively, unexpected
storytelling and piercing insight, The Attention Merchants lays
bare the true nature of a ubiquitous reality we can no longer
afford to accept at face value.

The Future of the Internet--And How to Stop It
Bold in its attempt to be original, this book should be read by
anyone interested in the future of copyright, regardless of
discipline, and in intellectual property more generally.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution
How Chinese characters triumphed over the QWERTY
keyboard and laid the foundation for China's information
technology successes today. Chinese writing is character
based, the one major world script that is neither alphabetic
nor syllabic. Through the years, the Chinese written language
encountered presumed alphabetic universalism in the form of
Morse Code, Braille, stenography, Linotype, punch cards,
word processing, and other systems developed with the Latin
alphabet in mind. This book is about those encounters—in
particular thousands of Chinese characters versus the
typewriter and its QWERTY keyboard. Thomas Mullaney
describes a fascinating series of experiments, prototypes,
failures, and successes in the century-long quest for a
workable Chinese typewriter. The earliest Chinese
typewriters, Mullaney tells us, were figments of popular
imagination, sensational accounts of twelve-foot keyboards
with 5,000 keys. One of the first Chinese typewriters actually
constructed was invented by a Christian missionary, who
organized characters by common usage (but promoted the
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less-common characters for “Jesus" to the common usage
level). Later came typewriters manufactured for use in
Chinese offices, and typewriting schools that turned out
trained “typewriter girls” and “typewriter boys.” Still later was
the “Double Pigeon” typewriter produced by the Shanghai
Calculator and Typewriter Factory, the typewriter of choice
under Mao. Clerks and secretaries in this era experimented
with alternative ways of organizing characters on their tray
beds, inventing an input method that was the first instance of
“predictive text.” Today, after more than a century of
resistance against the alphabetic, not only have Chinese
characters prevailed, they form the linguistic substrate of the
vibrant world of Chinese information technology. The Chinese
Typewriter, not just an “object history” but grappling with
broad questions of technological change and global
communication, shows how this happened. A Study of the
Weatherhead East Asian Institute Columbia University

Innovation and Its Enemies
Robot Rules
Abate sees the key to the internet's rapid and seemingly
chaotic growth as the result of a decentralized, user-driven
environment. She traces the development of networked
resources from Cold War think tanks and the ARPANET to
the present successful free-form applications.

Virtual Ethnography
Finalist for the 2016 Los Angeles Times Book Prize, the 2016
J. Anthony Lukas Book Prize, and the 2015 Financial Times
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and McKinsey Business Book of the Year One of Billboard’s
100 Greatest Music Books of All Time A New York Times
Editors’ Choice ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST BOOKS: The
Washington Post • The Financial Times • Slate • The Atlantic
• Time • Forbes “[How Music Got Free] has the clear writing
and brisk reportorial acumen of a Michael Lewis
book.”—Dwight Garner, The New York Times What happens
when an entire generation commits the same crime? How
Music Got Free is a riveting story of obsession, music, crime,
and money, featuring visionaries and criminals, moguls and
tech-savvy teenagers. It’s about the greatest pirate in history,
the most powerful executive in the music business, a
revolutionary invention and an illegal website four times the
size of the iTunes Music Store. Journalist Stephen Witt traces
the secret history of digital music piracy, from the German
audio engineers who invented the mp3, to a North Carolina
compact-disc manufacturing plant where factory worker Dell
Glover leaked nearly two thousand albums over the course of
a decade, to the high-rises of midtown Manhattan where
music executive Doug Morris cornered the global market on
rap, and, finally, into the darkest recesses of the Internet.
Through these interwoven narratives, Witt has written a
thrilling book that depicts the moment in history when ordinary
life became forever entwined with the world online—when,
suddenly, all the music ever recorded was available for free.
In the page-turning tradition of writers like Michael Lewis and
Lawrence Wright, Witt’s deeply reported first book introduces
the unforgettable characters—inventors, executives, factory
workers, and smugglers—who revolutionized an entire artform,
and reveals for the first time the secret underworld of media
pirates that transformed our digital lives. An irresistible neverbefore-told story of greed, cunning, genius, and deceit, How
Music Got Free isn’t just a story of the music industry—it’s a
must-read history of the Internet itself. From the Hardcover
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edition.

The Idea Factory
Blockchain
Is the Internet erasing national borders? Will the future of the
Net be set by Internet engineers, rogue programmers, the
United Nations, or powerful countries? Who's really in control
of what's happening on the Net? In this provocative new
book, Jack Goldsmith and Tim Wu tell the fascinating story of
the Internet's challenge to governmental rule in the 1990s,
and the ensuing battles with governments around the world.
It's a book about the fate of one idea--that the Internet might
liberate us forever from government, borders, and even our
physical selves. We learn of Google's struggles with the
French government and Yahoo's capitulation to the Chinese
regime; of how the European Union sets privacy standards on
the Net for the entire world; and of eBay's struggles with fraud
and how it slowly learned to trust the FBI. In a decade of
events the original vision is uprooted, as governments time
and time again assert their power to direct the future of the
Internet. The destiny of the Internet over the next decades,
argue Goldsmith and Wu, will reflect the interests of powerful
nations and the conflicts within and between them. While
acknowledging the many attractions of the earliest visions of
the Internet, the authors describe the new order, and
speaking to both its surprising virtues and unavoidable vices.
Far from destroying the Internet, the experience of the last
decade has lead to a quiet rediscovery of some of the oldest
functions and justifications for territorial government. While
territorial governments have unavoidable problems, it has
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proven hard to replace what legitimacy governments have,
and harder yet to replace the system of rule of law that
controls the unchecked evils of anarchy. While the Net will
change some of the ways that territorial states govern, it will
not diminish the oldest and most fundamental roles of
government and challenges of governance. Well written and
filled with fascinating examples, including colorful portraits of
many key players in Internet history, this is a work that is
bound to stir heated debate in the cyberspace community.

Physics of the Future
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From Pulitzer Prizewinning author Edmund Morris comes a revelatory new
biography of Thomas Alva Edison, the most prolific genius in
American history. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY Time • Publishers Weekly • Kirkus Reviews
Although Thomas Alva Edison was the most famous
American of his time, and remains an international name
today, he is mostly remembered only for the gift of universal
electric light. His invention of the first practical incandescent
lamp 140 years ago so dazzled the world—already reeling
from his invention of the phonograph and dozens of other
revolutionary devices—that it cast a shadow over his later
achievements. In all, this near-deaf genius (“I haven’t heard
a bird sing since I was twelve years old”) patented 1,093
inventions, not including others, such as the X-ray
fluoroscope, that he left unlicensed for the benefit of
medicine. One of the achievements of this staggering new
biography, the first major life of Edison in more than twenty
years, is that it portrays the unknown Edison—the philosopher,
the futurist, the chemist, the botanist, the wartime defense
adviser, the founder of nearly 250 companies—as fully as it
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deconstructs the Edison of mythological memory. Edmund
Morris, winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book
Award, brings to the task all the interpretive acuity and literary
elegance that distinguished his previous biographies of
Theodore Roosevelt, Ronald Reagan, and Ludwig van
Beethoven. A trained musician, Morris is especially well
equipped to recount Edison’s fifty-year obsession with
recording technology and his pioneering advances in the
synchronization of movies and sound. Morris sweeps aside
conspiratorial theories positing an enmity between Edison
and Nikola Tesla and presents proof of their mutually
admiring, if wary, relationship. Enlightened by seven years of
research among the five million pages of original documents
preserved in Edison’s huge laboratory at West Orange, New
Jersey, and privileged access to family papers still held in
trust, Morris is also able to bring his subject to life on the
page—the adored yet autocratic and often neglectful husband
of two wives and father of six children. If the great man who
emerges from it is less a sentimental hero than an
overwhelming force of nature, driven onward by compulsive
creativity, then Edison is at last getting his biographical due.

The Attention Merchants
Discusses the origins and evolution of the Web, offers
insights into the current state of the Web, and shares a
blueprint for the future
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